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Song Wei*

Few people in China care about the feelings of animals or 

possess the concept of animal welfare. Some traditional factors 

playやaやpositiveやroleやinやthisやReld╆や
From childhood, anything about animals, most Chinese chil-

dren get in touch with has undoubtedly put man above them. 

Even some of the children’s songs have described the nature 

of animals as malicious, such as slippery fox and ruthless wolf 

and so on, which not only casts a dark shadow over their naïve 

hearts, but also leaves a wide gap between animals and chil-

dren. It then appears in human ideology the discrimination of 

inferiority and superiority, eminence and humbleness, primary 

and secondary. These can all be taken in at a glance at the old 

saying╈やManやisやtheやmasterやofやtheやuniverse╆やDisdainやinやspiritやmayや
lead to cruelty in action. 

As a result, man endows himself the natural rights to domi-

nateやtheやuniverseやatやtheやthoughtやofや｠Humanやrightsやisやgiftedやbyや
theやGodを╇やandやtakeやtheやlifeやofやanimalsやasやtriSingやmamers╆やAlongや
withやtheやcontinuousやdevelopmentやofやhumanや｠civilizationを╇やtheや
global eco-environment worsens, and the number of species re-
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duces considerably. Over ten of them become extinct each day. 

HumansやhaveやatやlastやwokenやtoやtheやrealityやthatやtheyやwillやsuTerや
the same ending if nothing is done to stop it. Consequently, the 

strategy of sustainable development was put forward. This is, 

however, not comforting, because while the same idea is con-

tained in the current Wildlife Protection Laws (which is enacted to 

protect and save valuable wildlife in imminent danger, to pro-

tect, develop and reasonably exploit resources of wild animals, 

and to keep the balance of eco-system). But the law has turned 

out to be no more than the most recent and practical way hu-

mansやhaveや foundや toやmakeや｠useをやofやnaturalや resourcesや forや self-
ish reasons, and not for the long term well being of any of the 

animals.

Theや ｠Civilizedをや manや alwaysや dividesや creaturesや intoや ｠man-

kindをやandや｠animalsを╆やTheやreasonや isやnoやdoubtや thatやmanやthinksや
high of himself. Then is the deep-rooted human priority re-

allyや true′やWhyやshouldやweや insistやonや theや inferiorityやofやanimals′や
Darwin has particularly compared the intellect of man and so-

called lower orders animals. He hold the opinion that we now 

know that the sensory organs, intuition, all kinds of emotions 

andやfunctions╇やsuchやas╇やlove╇やmemory╇やamention╇やcuriosity╇やimi-
tating and reasoning abilities, etc. on which man keeps priding 

himself, can also be found on lower animals, some still in an 

embryonic stage, while some others have already been fully 

developed. 

Scientists have proved that animals possess sense perception 

asやmanやdoes╇やwhichやmakesやusやhaveやtoやaskやourselvesやaやquestion╈や
in the past 200 years, why did men keep extending the idea of 

ethicsやfromやstateやtoやnation╇やthenやtoやrace╇やandやRnallyやtoやallやindi-
viduals′やBecauseやweやfoundやtheやformerやpracticeやunfair╆やHistoryや
shows that the category of ethical ideas is continuously expand-

ing╇やandやitsやextentやkeepsやdeepening╆やManやwillやRnallyやbreakやeachや
kind of discovered unfairness, but we still exclude most percep-

tive species. 
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Of course, morality has economic limitation. The reason why 

we showed no moral care for nonhuman creatures before was 

the undeveloped economy, science and technology. Man could 

not communicate with animals in language, nor could they by 

other means. Therefore, man could not understand their ago-

ny and thereby took it as granted that animals could not sense 

pain╆やButやnow╇やmanやcanやmeasureやwhetherやanやanimalやisやsuTeringや
painや byや someや quantiRedや standards╆や Experimentsや alsoや provedや
the ability of animals to sense pain. If man still disregards their 

feelings in such a case, then it can by no means be considered a 

noble thing. A Chinese proverb says that never give anything 

to the others unless you like the thing. It may be changed into 

neverやgiveやanythingやmanやdislikeやtoやthem╆やHere╇や｠themをやstandsや
for animals, not other men. Then how should we judge the suit-

ableやcategoryやofやethicsやatやpresentやlevel′やIやbelieveやthatやtheやproRtや
of each object involved in an action should all be considered, 

and enjoy equal importance. Therefore, we should extend the 

category of ethics to all species that are able to sense pain, joy 

and happiness.

Asやaやmamerやofやfact╇やmanやoftenやunconsciouslyやabsorbsやanimalsや
into ethical category. More and more animal stars appear in the 

screen╇や suchやas╇や livelyやStuartやLimle╇や cartoonやstarやRogerやRabbit╇や
and so on. The audience love them warmly, and children are 

much more familiar with them. Man has unconsciously turned 

the escapism to the hope in the screen, wishing that a relatively 

more ideal life might be demonstrated in movies. The less man 

believes in himself, the more he turns to animals. As a result, 

the scene of man educated by man gradually fades out. Instead, 

man learns the essence of being a man from animals, and man is 

in the shine of their spirit. 

Butやwhyやcannotやmanやrecognizeやanimalsやinやrealやlife′やTheやrea-
son is that morality also has limitation of society. In reality there 

areやusuallyやconSictsやbetweenやmanやandやanimal╆やOnceやmanやthinksや
an animal is harmful to him, he will show defense and hostility, 

considering not at all its welfare. When there leaves nothing but 
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starkまnakedやconSictやofやinterestやbetweenやmen╇やitや isやtheやtimeやtheや
selRshnessやofやmanやisやexposed╆やHumansやtreatやotherやhumansやstillや
like this, let alone towards animals incapable of communicat-

ing in human languages. Therefore, powerful binding force is 

needed to seek welfare for animals. Experience shows that in 

a society, the more advanced the economy, and the deeper the 

democratic idea goes into people’s heart, the much easier the 

concept of animal welfare is popularized and accepted by its cit-

izens. Whether a person owns a kind heart can also be judged by 

his treatment toward animals. It is said that some criminologists 

point out that the maltreatment toward animals in childhood is 

aやsignやofやtheやriskやofやcommimingやcrimesやafterやgrownやup╆
Some people think that animal welfare is no more than a re-

ligiousやideaやorやtheやpracticeやcommimedやbyやtheやsensitive╆やItやisやnotや
true. Animal welfare is a kind of rational science. It does not 

come out of any religious or emotional factors, but can be based 

uponやscientiRcやunderstandingやofやanimals╆やBuddhismやisやparticu-

lar about the decree of no killing, but it’s opinion doesn’t come 

from science and every citizen is free to profess it or not. The 

articles in the decree are not suited to all the masses. To care for 

animal welfare is not a commitment out of kindness. It is incor-

rect to think that you have done a great deed each time you pro-

tect the welfare of an animal. On the contrary, animal welfare is 

onlyやaやlimleやcompensationやtoやtheやatrocitiesやmanやhasやcommimedや
inやaやlongやtime╆やLawやisやtheやminimalやmorality╆やTheやloveやandやamen-

tionやtoやanimalsやshouldやbeやfromやtheやbomomやofやhearts╇やinsteadやofや
the regulation at legal levels. The existence of legislation will 

be unnecessary when the idea of animal welfare is improved 

to a certain level. By then, the concern about and sympathy to 

animals comes from the awakening of kindness deep in human 

heartsやandやtheやthoroughやunderstandingやofやtheやideaやofやequality╉や
by then any literal restraint is not needed. Maybe when human 

society reaches the stage of, in the word of Confucius, every life 

beingやequal╇やitやisやtheやtimeやthatやanimalsやRnallyやbeやliberated╆ȱ
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China, an ancient and civilized country, possesses profound 

culture of thousand years on Buddhism which insists on no kill-

ing and the idea of equality of all living things, i.e. all life should 

be treated kindly. Let us put aside the review on brilliant his-

tory, and turn to today when China has entered the 21st century. 

Nowやourやeyesやareやlashedやbyやanimalまabusingやeventsやnearby╈やLiuや
Haiyang, a Qinghua University student, hurt bears by sulphuric 

acid╉やtigersやinやcircusやtroupeやdiedやofやtiredness╉やthousandsやuponや
thousands of pet dogs in Guangzhou have them vocal cords 

cut╊thereやareや stillや countlessや suchやexamplesや tooや tragicや toや lookや
upon. The lesson we learn from that is not the transaction to in-

dividualやevent╇やbutやtheやneedやofやsomeやdeepまgoingやthinking╈やwhyや
does China have no related laws to ban and penalize similar com-

mitment╇やwhenやourやsocietyやisやincreasinglyやdeveloped╉やandやwhyや
can our citizens turn blind in front of such atrocities when they 

are kept in a nation with profound Buddhism origin. Universal 

love has no distinction between species. This is a world shared 

together by man and animals. Up till now, most countries have 

enacted related laws and regulations. China has started fairly 

late, but we may not escape or be absent in the trend of univer-

sal love. We can absorb their essence, and exclude the dregs as 

Chinese famous writer Lu Xun once said to bravely introduce 

advanced thoughts on animal welfare from the West and East. 

From the legal point of view, the inheritance of excellent 

Chinese traditional morality should be absorbed by newly 

discussed Chinese Animal Welfare Laws. Although it is easy to 

learnや fromやabroad╇や itや stillや needsやperseveringや eTortsや ofや severalや
years to really make the idea of animal welfare go deep into the 

hearts of most Chinese citizens. Since China has now been one 

of the members of World Trade Organization, the legal system 

and civilization level must catch up with the steps of economy 

linked to international developed countries. Thus, the develop-

ment is wholesome, up-going and full-scale. It will be a great 

victory of global animal welfare cause to realize its popular-
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izationやinやChina╇やaやcountryやthatやtakesやupやoneやRfthやofやtheやworldや
population. 

The future is bright but the way is zigzag.  I would like to cite 

this Chinese proverb to describe the situation of Animal Welfare 

Law in China and I hope all the animals live happier life in the 

future, in China.


